Abstract—A multi-agent simulation study is conducted with respect to an end-of-period clearance pricing for daily perishable products. The clearance pricing could increase the profit of the day and at the same time consumer’s reference prices are declined by the pricing. The decline of the reference price causes to decrease of future sales and future profit as well. The authors executed a mathematical analysis in our previous study by formulating the end-of-period inventory clearance problem for a single period as an end-of-period. The study derived a procedure to seek optimal pricing according to consumer’s reaction for price preference and, however, the mathematical model focused on the end-of-period and did not contain the influence of consumer’s purchase behavior before the end-of-period.

This study considers the consumer’s purchase behavior in a day as two stages. The demand in the first stage influences the number of remaining goods in the second stage. A supplying policy for the target goods is also an essential factor to improve profit. The proposed simulation model estimates long-term profit and distribution of consumers’ reference prices in order to assess a discount policy in the end-of-period and a flexible supply policy at the beginning of every days.
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I. INTRODUCTION

REVENUE management is one of the most successful research fields in operations research for practical applications in the last two decades [1]. Revenue management involves many theories and techniques and the pricing on perishable products has been played a leading role in revenue management.

Revenue management was primarily applied to the service industry, such as airlines, hotels, car rental, cruises, and concerts, and subsequently applied to the retailing industry. In revenue management for the retailing industry, markdown strategy for perishable products has been the one of the hottest topic. When the target period is a season, target products are seasonal ones, such as Christmas goods, ski implements, and fur coat. When the target period is a day, target products are daily perishable goods, such as fresh foods and ready-made dishes.

It is important to consider the reference price effect on consumers to execute markdown for daily perishable products. The reference price effect is defined as the effect on the demand changed by consumer’s pivot price for a target product. The pivot price, referred to as reference price [2], was originally introduced by Kahneman and Tversky in the prospect theory [3]. In the research field of marketing sciences, some studies were made to derive optimal pricing policies with considering the reference price effect [4, 5, 6]. In the retailing industries, it is also important to control inventory. Petruzzi and Dada conducted the first research to treat the inventory control as well as a discount pricing with considering the reference price effect [7]. Since then, some research discussed optimal pricing, inventory control, and reference price effect simultaneously [8, 9, 10]. The authors also executed a mathematical analysis for both optimal pricing in an end-of-period and inventory control with considering reference price effects [11]. The proposed model focused on the end-of-period and adopted a single period model. Moreover, the model assumed the homogeneity of consumers and consumers’ reference prices are assumed common to derive some findings from the model.

This study constructs a multi-agent model for the same situation in order to treat the diversity of consumer’s reference price. Each consumer has his/her own reference price and it changes through daily purchase behavior. The model considers two periods and consumer’s purchase behaviors before the end-of-period. Simulation studies discuss an effectiveness of a flexible supply policy at the beginning of every days as well as a discount policy in the end-of-period in order to improve the long-term profit.

A. Firm

Consider a firm under the monopoly and the firm operates a store. This study focuses on inventory control and pricing for a single type of products at the store. The product is assumed daily perishable and unsold goods are disposed after the closing hour. The firm determines the supply quantity of the day \( q \) with considering the amounts of recent sales. It is assumed that the firm can prepare the determined number of goods before the opening hour. The goods are sold at a regular price \( p_1 \) every day. Additional supply during business hours is not considered in this model.

The business hours consist of two time stages, named stage 1 and stage 2. Stage 2 is defined as the period before closing the business hours.
time and stage 1 is the remaining business hours except for stage 2. This model does not clarify the time length of stage 2 and the start time of stage 2 is fixed throughout the simulation executions. At the beginning of stage 2, which is also the end time of stage 1, the firm can mark down the sales price $p_2$. According to the amount of unsold goods at the beginning time of stage 2, the firm selects an operation among the following three options; (i) continuing to sell the goods at the regular price; $p_2 = p_1$; (ii) cutting the sales price of the goods; $p_2 = p_2'$; (iii) large marking down the goods; $p_2 = p_2''$. The raw price of a good is denoted by $c$ and it is assumed that $c < p_2$.

B. Consumers

This study considers homogeneous consumers in a market and focuses on their purchasing activity for the target item. The consumers are segmented with regard to their arrival time to the store. The consumers who arrive at the store in stage 1 and stage 2 are respectively named type 1 consumers and type 2 consumers. The segment sizes of type 1 and type 2 are denoted by $N_1$ and $N_2$, respectively.

Type 1 consumers purchase a single item at the regular sales price $p_1$ with a probability, denoted by $a$, every day. On the contrary, the actions of type 2 consumers are dependent on the asking price $p_2$ of the item. Their purchase probability is expressed by $a + b(r - p_2)$ where $b$ implies the price sensitivity coefficient and $r$ is the reference price of the consumer. Consumers have their own reference price $r$ for the target item. The reference price is initially set to the same value of the regular sales price $p_1$ and then continuously changed by daily asking sales prices $p_2$. Type 1 consumers come to the store during stage 1 when the item is sold at the regular price $p_1$ and their reference prices are never changed. Type 2 consumers, however, have a chance to purchase the item at a discounted price and their reference prices are declined. The updating process of reference price follows the following equation:

$$r' = \alpha r + (1 - \alpha) p$$

where $p$ is the asking price and $r'$ is the updated reference price. The parameter $\alpha$ denotes the memory coefficient where $0 < \alpha < 1$.

C. Optimal Supply Quantity

In this model, the firm conducts two types of decision-making. The firm firstly determines the supply quantity of the day before opening hour and then determines the sales price offered in stage 2 before its start time. For both decision-makings, the optimal supply quantities for target consumers serve an essential role as useful information.

Assume that the firm supplies $q$ target goods and sells them at the price $p$. Then, the expected profit $\Pi(p, q)$ gained in a stage of the day is expressed as follows:

$$\Pi(p, q) = \int_0^\infty px f(x) dx + \int_q^\infty pq f(x) dx - cq$$

$$= p \left[ \int_0^\infty x f(x) dx + q(1 - F(q)) \right] - cq.$$  

In equation (2), $f(x)$ and $F(x)$ are respectively the probability density function and the probability distribution function of a random variable for the sales amount. Differentiating $\Pi(p, q)$ with respect to $q$ induces the optimal supply quantity $q^*$:

$$q^* = F^{-1} \left( \frac{p - c}{p} \right).$$  

The resulting equation (3) is a version of the optimal inventory volume for the well-known newsvendor problem [12].

The sales amount follows the binomial distribution and it could be approximated by the normal distribution if the segment size $N$ is large. The mean and the variance of the normal distribution are $N \pi$ and $N \pi (1 - \pi)$ where $\pi$ is the purchase probability of a consumer.

This study defines four types of optimal quantities. The first optimal quantity $q_1^*$ is derived for type 1 consumers, where the segment size is $N_1$, the sales price is equal to the regular price $p_1$, and the purchase probability is commonly $a$. The other optimal quantities are defined as the optimal quantities for type 2 consumers whose segment size is $N_2$. The quantities $q_2^*$, $q_2^*$, $q_2''$ are respectively the optimal quantities in selling the goods in stage 2 at the price $p_2$, $p_2'$, and $p_2''$. Note that each type 2 consumer has his/her own reference price but here it is assumed that all type 2 consumers have a common reference price equal to regular price $p_1$. The assumption means that all of type 2 consumer have the same purchase probability.

D. Firm’s Decision-Makings

The decision-making on the supply quantity is conducted as follows. On the first day, the firm supplies $q_1^*$ goods before the opening hour for type 2 consumers. In the following days, the supply quantity is determined based on the sale on the previous day. If all goods were sold out in stage 1 on the previous day, the supply quantity is increased by $q_2^*$ to the supplied quantity on the previous day. If all goods were not sold out in stage 1 but in stage 2, the increment of the supply is $q_2'' - q_2^*$, where $q_2$ is the quantity of the goods at the start time of stage 2 on the previous day. Finally, if some goods were still unsold at the end of stage 2, the supply quantity is reduced by the same volume as the unsold goods.

As the decision-making on the discount sale in stage 2, the firm has to select an option among (i), (ii), and (iii) explained in subsection A. The selection is conducted according to the volume of goods at the beginning of stage 2, denoted by $q_2$, and the optimal quantities for type 2 consumers $q_2^*$, $q_2^*$, $q_2''$, defined in the previous subsection. If $q_2 < \beta q_2^* + (1 - \beta) q_2''$ holds, the firm select option (i): to hold the sales price at the regular price $p_1$. Otherwise if $q_2 < \beta q_2^* + (1 - \beta) q_2''$ holds, option (ii) is selected to mark down the sales price to $p_2$. Otherwise, namely $\beta q_2^* + (1 - \beta) q_2'' < q_2$, option (iii) is selected to decline the sales price to $p_2'$. The parameter $\beta$ indicates the willingness to the markdown and the firm with greater value of $\beta$ conducts price cut in the case of less quantity of unsold goods at the beginning of stage 2.
### III. SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS

#### A. Simulation Settings

The proposed multi-agent model has been applied in simulation experiments to assess the effects of firm's decision-making to improve long-term profit. An execution of simulation is composed of a thousand days.

The parameters in the experiments are set as follows: the regular sales price \( p_1 = 100 \), the raw cost \( c = 10 \), the segment size of stage 1 \( N_1 = 900 \), that of stage 2 \( N_2 = 100 \), the fundamental purchase probability \( a = 0.2 \), the memory coefficient \( \alpha = 0.8 \). The discounted prices \( p_2 \) and \( p_3 \) are respectively set to 80 and 50, which means 20%-off price and the half price. The price sensitivity \( b \) and the discount willingness \( \beta \) are set to several values to estimate their effects on the long-term profit.

Moreover, the simulation study has been settled to have an option if the decision-making for the supply quantity. When the option not to conduct the decision-making, the daily supply quantity is fixed for all days and the daily supply quantity is determined as \( q^1 + q^2 \).

#### B. Long-term Profit

The execution of simulation computes daily profits for the thousand days with different values of the parameters \( b \) and \( \beta \). Tables I and II indicate the average and the standard deviation of the daily profit. The three columns with label "fixed supply quantity" represent the results obtained with the fixed daily supply quantity \( q^1 + q^2 \). The three columns with label "flexible supply quantity" represent the results with the decision-making for daily supply quantity.

For the consumers with \( b = 0.001 \), the parameter \( \beta \) does not influence daily profits so much. This is because the consumers are slow to react to price variation and the decision-making for end-period discount depends on parameter \( \beta \). Another decision-making for daily supply quantity control does not influence the average profit for the consumer so much but the standard deviation.

For the consumers with \( b = 0.005 \) and 0.009, the flexible supply quantity reduce both the average and the standard deviation of the daily profits in most cases. The result shows that the decision-making for daily supply adjusts the supply quantity to consumer’s native demand and mitigates the profit deviation but does not contribute to increase average long-term profit.

For the same consumers with \( b = 0.005 \) and 0.009, the average profits decreases with respect to \( \beta \) in most cases. The parameter \( \beta \) means discount willingness and the store mark down more actively when \( \beta \) has a greater value. The standard deviations of daily profits are independent of the parameter \( \beta \). The obtained results show that the decision-making for markdown does not contribute to increment of long-term profit if another decision making for supply adjustment is conducted. The decision-making for markdown is sometimes effective to increase profit with the fixed supply quantity policy.

#### C. Reference Price Distribution

The developed simulation model can derive more information than mathematical model. Here, the distribution of consumers’ reference prices is focused as an example of the information. Table III indicates the distribution when the price sensitivity \( b \) is 0.009. The higher and lower rows show the results when daily supply quantity is fixed and determined by the decision-making, respectively. The distribution consists of six classifications and lower limits of each classification are labeled in Table III. The average and the standard deviation of consumers’ reference prices are also shown.

In both cases of the fixed supply and the flexible supply, parameter \( \beta \) with a greater value declines consumer’s reference prices more intensively and raises the deviation of the reference prices among consumers. Compared with the difference by the decision-making for flexible supply quantity, Table III reveals that the decision-making keeps the average reference price higher and suppresses the deviation of reference prices among consumers.

### IV. CONCLUSION

This paper proposed a multi-agent simulation model to assess the effectiveness of some policies in an end-of-period discounting and inventory control. In the numerical experiments, the end-of-period discount could be effective with fixed daily supply quantity and the effectiveness is
deteriorated with flexible daily supply. The discount operation increases the profit of the day. At the same time, it declines consumers’ reference price and the deviation of profits in a long term becomes greater.

The proposed simulation model can be extended to tackle a more realistic situation. Some parameters for consumers, such as the memory coefficient $\alpha$ and price sensitivity $b$, are identical for all consumers in this model but they can be different as consumer’s preferences. The model can integrate other factors, such as consumer’s arrival time, the store operating hours, substitute goods and complementary goods.

Simulation models have an advantage easy to extend but it is hard to derive generality from simulation studies. It is essential to treat mathematical models as well as simulation models to obtain knowledge of practical situations. The combination of mathematical models and simulation models will be discussed in the forthcoming paper.
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